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Abstract Acoustic modeling using mixtures of multivariate Gaussians is the prevalent approach for many
speech processing problems. Computing likelihoods
against a large set of Gaussians is required as a part of
many speech processing systems and it is the computationally dominant phase for Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) systems. We express the likelihood computation as a multiplication of
matrices representing augmented feature vectors and
Gaussian parameters. The computational gain of this
approach over traditional methods is by exploiting the
structure of these matrices and efficient implementation of their multiplication. In particular, we explore
direct low-rank approximation of the Gaussian parameter matrix and indirect derivation of low-rank factors
of the Gaussian parameter matrix by optimum approximation of the likelihood matrix. We show that both the

methods lead to similar speedups but the latter leads to
far lesser impact on the recognition accuracy. Experiments on 1,138 work vocabulary RM1 task and 6,224
word vocabulary TIMIT task using Sphinx 3.7 system
show that, for a typical case the matrix multiplication
based approach leads to overall speedup of 46 % on
RM1 task and 115 % for TIMIT task. Our low-rank
approximation methods provide a way for trading off
recognition accuracy for a further increase in computational performance extending overall speedups up to
61 % for RM1 and 119 % for TIMIT for an increase
of word error rate (WER) from 3.2 to 3.5 % for RM1
and for no increase in WER for TIMIT. We also express pairwise Euclidean distance computation phase
in Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) in terms of matrix
multiplication leading to saving of approximately 13 of
computational operations. In our experiments using
efficient implementation of matrix multiplication, this
leads to a speedup of 5.6 in computing the pairwise
Euclidean distances and overall speedup up to 3.25
for DTW.
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1 Introduction
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Acoustic likelihood computation is the most time consuming phase in most large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition (LVCSR) systems, which takes up
30–70 % of the total recognition time [1–3]. Real-time
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performance of an LVCSR task on general purpose
processors has become a reality. However the application of speech recognition to a variety of systems such
as hand held devices, require a much lower complexity of implementation, without sacrificing performance.
Newer algorithms (e.g. fMPE [4]) for better speech
recognition are even more compute intensive, which
will bring down LVCSR performance even on general
purpose processors, let alone power efficient handheld
devices. There has been a continuous effort to speedup
the acoustic likelihood computation performance in
speech recognition systems [5–15].
We can classify the techniques proposed in the literature in to two broad categories. (1) algorithm centric
(2) architecture centric. Algorithm centric techniques
typically compute a subset of Gaussians [6], or a subset
of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [7], or a subset of
feature vectors [5], or a subset of components within
Gaussians [8] and approximate the rest from the likelihoods evaluated on the subset, based on some heuristic.
The algorithm centric techniques also utilize the instantaneous knowledge of LVCSR search, e.g., GMMs that
are outside the beam need not be evaluated; i.e., at
each feature vector we may compute a subset of highest
score Gaussians, and not all of them. To fully utilize the
knowledge of the search part, algorithm centric techniques compute the likelihood of one feature vector
at a time; it may require iterating through each component of the vector and stopping when certain condition is fulfilled. E.g., In Partial Distance Elimination
(PDE) [9], likelihood computation is terminated for a
GMM when the partial accumulated likelihood exceeds
the total posterior value of current N-best candidate
Gaussian. In [16], memory overhead problem of Vector
Quantization (VQ) based Gaussian selection schemes
(e.g., [6]) is addressed based on PDE [9] technique.
In [17], a likelihood value for a Gaussian in previous
speech frame is exploited to speed up its computation
for the current frame. Because of the algorithm centric
nature, these techniques would lead to complex memory reference patterns and branch instructions that are
hard to predict [18]. Naturally, these program characteristics are not architecture friendly, as they incur
extra stalls due to unavailability of operands or branch
misprediction. Further, their ratio of arithmetic operations to memory references is low. This causes the
speech recognition task to be memory intensive [1–3],
and the memory system performance determines the
speedup achieved. It is possible to devise efficient implementation of likelihood computation for a particular
platform, leading to speedup due to better utilization of
the hardware resources for the platform. E.g., in [19],
acoustic likelihood computation is accelerated on Intel

XScale based mobile CPU platform by utilizing architectural features such as SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) arithmetic support [18] and deep pipelining.
It uses techniques such as software pipelining [18] and
acoustic model data partitioning to improve utilization
of the program-managed on-chip memory. In [20], a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) based LVCSR
system is proposed that uses pipelined architecture to
efficiently implement acoustic likelihood computations.
Next, we describe approaches which are more general
in nature in utilizing the architectural resources.
We can refer to the techniques in [10–12] as architecture centric. They build upon the components
that are inherently more architecture friendly such as
for blocked implementations of linear algebra operations [21]. The basic linear algebra operations, viz.,
dot product, matrix-vector multiplication and matrixmatrix multiplication, are architecture friendly since
the blocked implementation of computations leads to
improved cache hits and hence improves memory system performance. They do provide a nice interleaving
of memory references and arithmetic operations. E.g.,
for a dot product, there are two memory loads and
two arithmetic operations per component of the vectors. Since the task accomplished in signal processing
algorithms, such as speech recognition depends on the
number of arithmetic operations executed, it is important to increase the ratio of arithmetic operations
(AOPS) to memory reference operations (MOPS) in
an efficient implementation. The vector-vector product
and matrix-vector product operations has this ratio as a
constant. Matrix-matrix multiplication has a key characteristic of having the ratio of arithmetic operations
to memory references which is linear in the size of
the matrix instead of a constant. This also means that
bigger matrix-matrix multiplication is more beneficial,
overall. In other words, matrix-matrix multiplication
leads to better reuse of memory data items and thus
better cache memory efficiency.
The idea of speeding up the acoustic likelihood
computation by expressing it in matrix-matrix multiplication form and implementing it with efficient Basic
Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) [21] was proposed
in [10] for a real-time broadcast news transcription
system. Later, [11–15] proposed to use hardware accelerator such as Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to
accelerate the matrix operations involved in likelihood
computation. However, none of the methods in the
literature are addressing the issue of modifying the
algorithm to suit the architecture for efficient implementation. The algorithm centric methods will result
in certain reduction in recognition performance, compared to a full search and full GMM computations.
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In addition, these techniques do not exploit the current day parallel processing ability of General Purpose
Processors (GPP) and GPUs. In the present work,
we show that further computational benefit can be
gained by low-rank approximation-factorization of the
involved matrices along with the use of BLAS which
are already optimized to the architectural features of
GPP/GPU. We analyze the condition for such computational savings and the amount of savings that can
be achieved. The matrix approximations do affect the
Gaussian likelihoods and hence certain loss of recognition performance. We propose a novel technique to
achieve the computational benefits with significantly
lesser deterioration of recognition performance (Word
Error Rate).
In Appendix A, we also show that the matrix multiplication based formulation can lead to saving approximately 13 of computational operations in computing
pairwise Euclidean distances between the Test and
Template patterns in Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).
In our experiments using efficient implementation of
matrix multiplication, this leads to a speedup of 5.6 in
computing the pairwise Euclidean distances and overall
speedup up to 3.25 for DTW.
A technique for feature space dimensionality reduction namely Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
[22, 23], aim to improve recognition performance by
reducing spurious features. It can also can lead to similar computation reduction if implemented using the
Matrix multiplication based approach. In Appendix B,
we compare important differences of the PCA method
with respect to our work.
The paper is organized by starting from the matrixmatrix multiplication for likelihood computations in
speech recognition and applying the well-known blocking or tiling approach to improve its performance.
Next, we recognize the potential for computational
improvement in the matrix multiplication approach
and approximate the Gaussian parameter matrix by
a lower rank matrix, thus reducing the matrix multiplication computation to a fraction depending on the
lower rank. Such direct low-rank approximation results
in deterioration of recognition performance. Therefore
we propose a feature-sensitive low rank approximation
which is computationally efficient while keeping the
error rate within control. The application of this in
Sphinx 3.7 speech recognizer on a 1,138 word vocabulary RM1 task, has shown that, for a typical case, the
matrix-matrix multiplication approach leads to overall
speedup of 46 %. Using the feature-sensitive low rank
approximation, it is further improved to 60 % for an
increase in word error rate from 3.2 to 6.6 %. Recognizing that the word error rate is directly affected by

errors in individual Gaussian likelihoods, minimizing
errors in the Gaussian parameters is not the best way
to improve word error rate. Hence, we approximate the
likelihood matrix and use the training data to estimate
an optimum low-rank Gaussian parameter matrix; This
approximation increased the WER from 3.2 to 3.5 %.
Thus gaining a computational speedup of 60 % with a
small increase in WER.
Further we conduct experiments on 6,224 word vocabulary TIMIT task for the optimum low-rank approximation method. Due to small amount of training data available we could only successfully train
acoustic models with 9,104 Gaussians and 1,138 tied
states (Senones). Due to smaller acoustic model, the
overall computational gain is limited but it leads to
improvements in WER.

2 Acoustic Likelihood Computation Using Matrix
Multiplication
The likelihood computation problem can be stated as
follows: Given a set of m feature vectors and a set
of n Gaussians specified by the speech recognition
model, we compute log-likelihood for all pairs of feature vectors and Gaussians. For each pair, computing the likelihood can be reduced to a dot product
operation between augmented vectors obtained from
feature vector and Gaussian parameters. So, the entire likelihood computation problem can be converted
to a matrix-matrix multiplication problem, the matrices being derived from feature vectors and Gaussian
parameters.

2.1 Matrix Equation for Multivariate Gaussian
The pdf of multivariate Gaussian variable of dimension
d with mean vector μ and covariance matrix  is:

f X (x) =

1
(2π )d/2 ||1/2



1
exp − (x − μ)  −1 (x − μ)
2

For each feature vector x of dimension d we calculate
the negative log-likelihood of each Gaussian j, 1 ≤
j ≤ n. The total number of Gaussians is n and these
Gaussians are used by the system to model various
states of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) in the speech
recognition model; i.e., N (μj ,  j ).
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If the covariance matrix  j is assumed diagonal (as it
is often the case), the individual likelihood computation
can be expressed as:
− log f X (x) = cj +

1
2

d

i=1

1  xi2  xi μ ji
1  μ ji
−
+
2 i=1 σ ji2
2 i=1 σ ji2
σ ji2
i=1
d

= cj +

(xi − μ ji )
σ ji2

2

d

d

2

where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and cj is independent of x.
Expanding the quadratic term

(xi −μ ji )2
,
σ ji2

(resulting due

to the diagonal covariance matrix) we can see that the
likelihood computation involves a summation of three
different dot products: (1) vector x2 with vector σ12 (2)
vector x with vector −2μ
and (3) vector μ2 with vector
σ2
1
. Thus it is a set of dot products between augmented
σ2
vectors from the feature vector and the Gaussian parameter vectors, plus a Gaussian dependent constant
addition. Now, let us consider the sequence of feature
vectors in speech recognition, i.e., x1 to xm ≡ X, an
m × d matrix where each row is a feature vector. X2 is
also an m × d matrix where each element is a square of
corresponding element in X. Let M be a d × n matrix
i
of columns of −2μ
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d and S be a d × n matrix of
σ2

2.2 Low-Rank Factorization for Computation
Reduction
Computing the negative log likelihood matrix consists
of the (m × 2d) × (2d × n) matrix-matrix multiplication
as shown by Eq. 2; The augmented Gaussian parameter
matrix G is independent of input signal X and hence can
be factorized into lower rank factors apriori.
The total number of arithmetic operations (multiplication and addition) to compute FG is 4mnd. However,
we examine reducing the rank of G by k, so that it
is possible to find a factorization of G = G1 G2 , where
G1 is of size 2d × 2d − k and G2 is of size 2d − k ×
n, assuming n >> 2d. Also, let us assume that this
factorization is exact and has been precomputed and
saved. Thus, using the factorization, the total number
of arithmetic operations for likelihood computation is
given by
FG1 G2 = ((FG1 )G2 );
#operations = 4md(2d − k) + 2mn(2d − k)
= 8md2 − 4mdk − 2mnk + 4mnd
Since the original FG matrix multiplication requires
4mnd operations, we can get a saving in arithmetic
operations if

i

columns of σ12 , 1 ≤ i ≤ d, then the matrix of likelihoods
i
can be expressed as:

Ltot = exp −




1 2
X S + XM + C2 · C1
2

C1 is an n × n diagonal matrix comprising the scaling
constants for each Gaussian and C2 is an m × n matrix
of rank-1 comprising of identical rows.
The negative log-likelihood matrix can be expressed
as:
−2 log Ltot = X S + XM + C2 − 2 log C1
2

(1)

log C1 is an m × n matrix of rank-1 with identical rows,
similar to C2 .
We can compute the log-likelihood efficiently by
rewriting Eq. 1 as a single dot product:


−2 log Ltot = X2 |X ·

S
+ C ≡ FG + C = L + C (2)
M

S
where F ≡ [X2 |X] and G ≡ [ M
], obtained by concatenation of matrices along columns and rows respectively, are the augmented feature vector matrix and the
Gaussian parameter matrix, respectively.

8md2 − 4mdk − 2mnk < 0

(3)

Let us consider n = 2rd, and k = 2 f d, r >> 1, 0 ≤
f ≤ 1. Since n >> 2d, this expresses the number of
Gaussians as a multiple r of the common dimension
(2d) and the reduction in rank as a fraction of the
common dimension (full rank). Using these in Eq. 3,
the condition for savings in computation is given by:
f >

1
(r + 1)

The number of operations saved is given by


1− f
2
−(8md − 4mdk − 2mnk) = 4mnd f −
r

(4)

(5)

4mnd being the original number of computations, the
fraction of original operations saved is: f − 1−r f .
Thus the fraction of computations saved is less than
the fraction of reduction in the rank f . However, this
quantity approaches the fraction f as r increases to
a large value; i.e., for a very large set of Gaussians,
the fraction of reduction in arithmetic operations approaches the rank reduction factor f .
Figure 1 shows the fraction of arithmetic operations
saved for different values of f against r. For r ∼ 100
we approach the maximum limit. In speech recognition
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Fraction savings versus r for various fractions (f) of rank reduction
1

3.1 Feature-Sensitive Low-Rank Approximation

Fraction savings: f - (1 - f) / r

f=0.9
f=0.75

0.8

0.6

f=0.5
0.4

f=0.2
0.2

0
1

10

100

1000

r: r = n / 2d where n=number of gaussians, d=dimension

Figure 1 Fraction of arithmetic operations saved versus r.

applications, the number of Gaussians is two to three
orders of magnitude larger than the dimension d =
39 (r between 50 to 500). Hence, we can expect the
reduction in computation using factorization  f .

3 Low-Rank Approximation of G
The factorization of G = G1 · G2 can be either exact
or approximate. If it is exact, there is no change in
the likelihoods computed and we can expect the same
speech recognition performance with a reduction in
computation by a fraction f − 1−r f . If the factorization is inexact (approximate), then there would be some
change in the recognition performance, along with the
reduction in computation. We consider first inexact
factorizations, since they are more promising.
An approximation of a matrix by one with rank
deficiency of k can be obtained by replacing the smallest k singular values by zeroes in the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix. Such an approximation minimizes the Frobenius norm of the error
matrix for a given k [24]. We use SVD based apS
proximate factorization for G = [ M
] and S separately.
Since, S is a non-negative matrix, Non-negative Matrix
Factorization [25] can also be used which minimizes KL
divergence between S and the approximated matrix.
Thus, we compare the effects of rank reduction on S
using two different factorization approaches, namely
SVD and NMF on S.
While the rank reduction reduces the number of
arithmetic operations, it also introduces certain error in
the likelihood computation. We measure the induced
error in terms of the word error rate (WER) seen in
the LVCSR.

Since it is clear that factorization error will cause an
increase in speech recognition WER, we did an analysis
of the error distribution in the approximated Gaussian
parameter matrix S (using NMF, SVD) and M (using
SVD). We find that the approximation errors are not
distributed uniformly within S and M. We find that
errors are very high (50 to 100 %) in the rows corresponding to the initial 3–4 Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Co-efficients (MFCC) components and also the corresponding 3–4 velocity and acceleration co-efficients.
(The feature vectors are of dimension 39, consisting of
13 MFCC and corresponding velocity and acceleration
co-efficients). The lower order MFCC co-efficients contain the spectral envelope of the speech signal which is
considered the most important feature for recognizing
speech [26]. As these lower order MFCC components
are important for speech recognition, we propose a feature dependent approximation-factorization in which
the sensitive rows in Gaussian parameter matrices are
retained and the factorization is performed on the remaining rows. E.g., we retain the 9 components (first
3 of MFCC, velocity, and acceleration co-efficients)
unchanged and approximate the remaining 30 dimensional matrix in S and M. In a similar manner we retain
S
18 components in G = [ M
] and approximate the rest
60 rows. Using this method we can reduce the overall
approximation error and hence control the WER.

4 Optimum Low-Rank Approximation of G
We consider deriving an optimum low-rank approximation Ĝ through the use of likelihood matrix L.
The optimality here is to reduce the errors in likelihood instead of the errors in Gaussian parameters,
considered earlier. Since our goal is to minimize the
WER which is based on the likelihood, reduction of the
errors in L should be better than reduction of errors
in G. However, this optimization will depend on X,
the input feature data and not independent as in the
factorization of G. We use the training data X which
has been earlier used to derive G, but this time to
optimize computation. We could also optimize a measure of discriminability, instead of just the likelihood,
constrained on the required amount of computation.
However, in the present approximation we consider
SVD of L and derive the optimum approximation for G
so as to minimize the sum of squared errors in L using
the augmented feature vector matrix F. Let us denote
G̃opt = svdk (G) as low-rank approximation of G to rank
2d − k. Let L = FG be the likelihood matrix as shown
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in Eq. 2. Let L̃ = FG̃opt be the approximated likelihood
matrix resulting from the approximation of G.
Note that, the recognition accuracy is affected directly by the errors L − L̃, in the likelihood matrix L.
The approximation error in the Gaussian parameter
augmented matrix G, gets modified through the data
vector matrix X. In Section 3, we approximated G,
since it is independent of the input data X. However,
we recognize that the low-rank approximation can be
realized based on L instead of G. The data dependency
in L can be addressed by exploiting the training data
itself for approximating L. Thus,

We have conducted experiments using Sphinx 3.7 Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR) system running on
a compute node with dual Intel E5440 Xeon 2.83 GHz
processors. Each processor is a quadcore with 2 cores
sharing 6 MB L2 cache. Thus, we have total 8 cores
in the node with 16 GB RAM. All the computations
are performed using single precision floating point operations. We report results using two speech databases
namely RM1 and TIMIT.
5.1 Performance Results on RM1

L̃opt = svdk (L) = svdk (FG)

(6)

Since we need an approximation Ĝ, applicable to
any data F, we can resort to pseudo-inverse, using the
training data F.
Ĝ = pInv(F)·L̃opt = pInv(F) · svdk (FG)

(7)

(pInv(F) is pseudo inverse of F.) The rank of L̃opt is
2d − k given n > 2d and the rank of pInv(F) is 2d given
m > 2d. Thus, the rank of Ĝ will be 2d − k because in
matrix multiplication rank of the resultant matrix is the
minimum of the ranks of the multiplicands.
Here F can be thought of as the augmented feature
matrix for a test utterance. In practice, we should find
a single Ĝ that should be good for all potential test
utterances. Since we use training utterances as a model
for test utterances we can find a single Ĝ for the entire
training set. Let Yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N be the augmented feature matrices for the training set utterances. We would
like to find Ĝ∗ that minimizes the sum of Frobenius
norms of all error matrices corresponding to all utterances in the training set.

N 




∗
(8)
Ĝ = argminĜ
Yi G − Yi Ĝ
i=1

5 Experimental Results

F


where A2F = i,j A2ij is the Frobenius norm of A.
Since the squared Frobenius norm of an augmented
matrix is the sum of squared Frobenius norms of its
parts, Eq. 8 gives Ĝ∗ = ĜY , where ĜY is the optimum
approximation
⎡ ⎤obtained using all training data, putting
Y1
⎢ .. ⎥
F = Y = ⎣ . ⎦ in Eq. 7.
YN
For large training sets Y, computing Eq. 7 with F =
Y can be prohibitively expensive in terms of memory
and CPU time. In experiments, we select a small subset
of feature vectors randomly out of a large Y and use it
as F.

RM1 database has vocabulary of 1,138 words. The RM1
test set consists of 600 utterances. The RM1 acoustic
model consists of 1,935 GMMs with 8 Gaussians per
mixture, thus a total of n = 15,480 Gaussians. Each
feature vector is d = 39 dimension MFCC with velocity
and acceleration co-efficients. On an average, a test utterance consists of m = 340 feature vectors. The training set Y consists of 1,600 utterances totalling 549,216
feature vectors and we select 700 feature vectors randomly out of it to denote as F for computing Eq. 7. We
find that there is no significant change in recognition
performance for larger F.
5.1.1 Performance with Single Threaded BLAS
Table 1 shows average single threaded execution time
based on five repetitions of the experiment, and the
corresponding speedup factors along with the word
error rate for the different schemes. We have used
GotoBLAS 1.26 library for efficient linear algebra
routines.
Baseline shows the performance without any
modification to Sphinx 3.7. There are a total of 1,935
GMMs (senones in Sphinx terminology) trained with
8 Gaussians per mixture. This results in potentially
15,480 Gaussians to to evaluated against an incoming
feature vector. To speed up the likelihood computation, Sphinx uses an algorithm centric technique named
Context Independent senone based Gaussian Selection
(CIGS) [5]. This technique results in computing 3,580
Gaussians per feature vector on an average, instead of
the 15,480. Since the Gaussian selection algorithm is
working in an iterative manner per feature vector, it is
not convenient to use BLAS for the system.
BLAS scheme consists of using matrix multiplication
to calculate all the likelihoods; it calculates all 15,480
Gaussians for all feature vectors in an utterance in
one call. Even after evaluating roughly 4 times more
number of Gaussians, the BLAS scheme results in
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Table 1 Total single
threaded execution time in
seconds and recognition
performance in word error
rate for Sphinx 3.7 with 1,138
word vocabulary RM1 CSR
task, Baseline=Sphinx 3.7
with CIGS.

Scheme

Eff. rank
S
of M

Time

Speedup over
BLAS

Speedup over
Baseline

WER %

Baseline
BLAS

78
78

123.15
84.5

0.69
1

1
1.46

3.2
3.2

Part 1: Basic low rank approximation of S
NMF 25
64
102.37
SVD 25
64
79.41

0.83
1.06

1.2
1.55

39
63

Part 2: Feature-sensitive low rank approximation of S
FSVD-(9,16)
64
79.53
1.06
1.55
FSVD-(9,10)
58
78.2
1.08
1.57
FSVD-(9,8)
56
77.08
1.10
1.60
FSVD-(9,4)
52
76.12
1.11
1.62
FNMF-(9,16)
64
92.26
0.92
1.33
FNMF-(9,10)
58
82.2
1.03
1.5
FNMF-(9,8)
56
80.51
1.05
1.53
FNMF-(9,4)
52
77.11
1.10
1.6
S
Part 3: Feature-sensitive low rank approximation of M
FSVD-(18,40)
58
82.21
1.03
1.5
FSVD-(18,34)
52
82.57
1.02
1.49
FSVD-(18,30)
48
82.54
1.02
1.49
FSVD-(18,20)
38
88.29
0.96
1.39
S
Part 4: Optimum low rank approximation of M using training data
SVD* 78
78
84.98
0.99
1.45
SVD* 72
72
82.39
1.03
1.49
SVD* 60
60
79.67
1.06
1.55
SVD* 54
54
78.58
1.08
1.57
SVD* 48
48
76.4
1.11
1.61
SVD* 38
38
76.28
1.11
1.61
SVD*-(19,19)
38
79.13
1.07
1.56

a speedup of 1.46 compared to the baseline version,
which does not use BLAS but use CIGS. Note that
there is no difference between Baseline and BLAS
schemes with respect to recognition performance, since
BLAS computes all the 15,480 Gaussians exactly without any approximation. Since we have not modified the
network search part, the Viterbi search will proceed
identically in both Baseline and BLAS schemes.
Part 1 of Table 1 shows the effect of using the data
independent factorization of S through SVD and NMF.
This factorization leads to larger error rates (39–63 %).
In the second part of the Table 1, we compare data
independent factorization of S using both SVD and
NMF. The schemes FNMF-(A,B) and FSVD-(A,B)
denote low rank approximation of S with featuresensitive A rows retained and B is the rank to which
remaining (39-A) rows are reduced. As the effective
rank increases, we see significant reduction in the
word error rate (WER) and increase in the execution
time. FNMF schemes have lower WER than the corresponding FSVD schemes. We suppose that WER is
more sensitive to reduction in KL divergence than the
Frobenius norm. We plan to study this effect as part

6.3
6.6
7.9
8.0
3.5
4.9
5.9
6.6
4.1
4.4
5.8
9.0
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.8

of our future work. In Section 5.3, we explore why the
speedup is only 10 % even after reducing the likelihood
computations by one third (rank 52).
In the third part of the Table 1, the concatenated
S
Gaussian parameter matrix [ M
] was approximated as
a single entity with rank (A,B) using SVD. As the rank
decreases, the WER increases but the execution time
does not reduce beyond some point. This is explained
by the fact that the network search of LVCSR takes
longer to compensate for approximations (see Section
5.3). However this effect is not visible in Part 2 where
we factorize only S. We plan to explore this effect
further in future work.
In the fourth part of the Table 1, the scheme SVD*
N denotes optimum low rank-N approximation using
all the training data. Here, the concatenated Gaussian
S
] is approximated as a single entity
parameter matrix [ M
with rank N. E. g., SVD* 38 scheme reduces the rank of
S
[M
] to 38 from 78 (approximately half). This is in contrast to the SVD*-(19,19) scheme which approximates
the Gaussian parameter matrices S and M separately,
with rank 19 each, and thus the effective rank is 38. It
can be seen from part 4 of Table 1 that, as effective rank
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increases, speedup over BLAS reduces and approaches
1; also WER approaches to the baseline WER 3.2 %.
We get the best performance for SVD* 48 with mild
increase in WER of 3.2 to 3.5 % and a speedup of 61 %
over the baseline and 11 % speedup over BLAS. In the
Section 5.3 we explore further the speedup factor 11 %,
for a rank reduction by half (rank 38). Thus, we see
that it is possible to trade off accuracy to computational
gain.
Thus, both low rank approximations (FNMF and
FSVD) result in a speedup of ∼60 % compared to
Baseline (∼10 % compared to BLAS) using optimum
low-rank approximation of the Gaussian parameter
matrix. The training data based optimization results
in only moderate increase in word error rate. More
importantly, this approach enables trading off accuracy
for a gain in performance.
5.1.2 Performance with Multi-Threaded BLAS
In Table 2, we report results with multi-threaded implementation of matrix-matrix multiplication using GotoBLAS2 v1.13 library. Multi-threaded BLAS allows us
to utilize upto 8 cores available in the compute node.
Observations:
1. Speedups upto 36 % with 8 threads. Speedups do
not increase linearly as number of threads increase.
2. No improvement in performance using multiple
threads due to low-rank factorizations.
3. Performance degrades little for 4 and 8 number of
threads as rank decreases.
5.1.3 Performance with Streaming Input
In performance results upto now, we evaluate Gaussian
likelihoods for whole utterance F at once using matrixmatrix multiplication routine sgemm. This introduces
a delay in real-time recognition process, because we
need to wait till the utterance is spoken fully. In this
section, we explore computing likelihoods one vector at a time using matrix-vector multiplication using
sgemv routine of BLAS. Implementation using sgemv is

Table 2 Sphinx 3.7 with Multithreaded BLAS on RM1 task.
Scheme

1 thread

2 threads

4 threads

8 threads

Baseline
BLAS
SVD *60
SVD *48
SVD *38

123.15
80.66
75.81
72.84
72.23

68.33
66.65
66.44
66.65

61.40
61.06
61.82
62.60

59.14
58.81
59.49
61.81

Table 3 Sphinx 3.7 with Multithreaded BLAS on RM1 task on
streaming input.
Scheme

1 thread

2 threads

4 threads

8 threads

Baseline
BLAS
SVD *72
SVD *60
SVD *54
SVD *48
SVD *38

123.15
208.02
171.31
131.30
126.53
112.93
109.28

103.50
96.65
91.77
91.55
88.22
89.41

82.79
79.04
75.29
75.52
73.93
75.49

67.88
69.16
67.60
67.65
67.10
69.09

slower compared to sgemm, because sgemm has higher
AOPS/MOPS ratio. In Table 3, we report results with
multi-threaded implementation of matrix-vector multiplication using GotoBLAS2 v1.13 library.
Observations:
1. Single threaded performance of BLAS is significantly slower than Baseline by 69 %. We start
to get performance improvements over Baseline at
rank 48.
2. Unlike results in Table 2, performance improves
significantly as rank goes lower for low-rank matrix
approximations.
3. Speedups upto 3.06 for BLAS and upto 1.58 for
SVD* 38 using 8-threads. Compared to results in
Table 2, this shows that sgemv scales better than
sgemm for our application.
4. No significant improvement in performance using
multiple threads due to low-rank factorizations.
5.2 Performance Results on TIMIT Database
TIMIT database has vocabulary of 6,224 words. The
TIMIT test set consists of 1,680 utterances. The RM1
acoustic model consists of 1,138 GMMs with 8 Gaussians per mixture, thus a total of n = 9,104 Gaussians.
Each feature vector is d = 39 dimension MFCC with
velocity and acceleration co-efficients. On an average,
a test utterance consists of m = 308 feature vectors.
The training set Y consists of 4,620 utterances totalling
1,414,504 feature vectors and we select 306 feature
vectors randomly out of it to denote as F for computing
Eq. 7. For all results with TIMIT database we use GotoBLAS2 v1.13 for efficient linear algebra operations.
5.2.1 Performance with Single Threaded BLAS
For TIMIT database we only evaluate the performance of our optimum low-rank matrix approximation
method presented in Section 4. In Table 4, we report
single threaded performance results of TIMIT speech
database.
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Table 4 Total single
threaded execution time in
seconds and recognition
performance in word error
rate for Sphinx 3.7 with
6,224 word vocabulary TIMIT
CSR task, Baseline=Sphinx
3.7 with CIGS.

Scheme

Eff. rank
S
of M

Time

Speedup
over BLAS

Speedup
over baseline

WER %

Baseline
BLAS
SVD* 72
SVD* 60
SVD* 48
SVD* 38
SVD* 28

78
78
72
60
48
38
28

557.3
259.76
254.9
255.4
258.22
275.99
318.80

0.47
1
1.02
1.02
1.01
0.94
0.81

1
2.15
2.19
2.18
2.16
2.02
1.75

11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
10.9
10.9
11.9

Observations:

Observations:

1. BLAS is 2.15 times faster than the Baseline.
2. Speedup due to the low-rank approximation
method is in-significant.
3. As the rank decreases, computational performance
decreases and recognition performance improves
upto a point. Beyond one particular rank, both
recognition and computational performance degrades rapidly.

5.2.2 Performance with Multi-Threaded BLAS
In Table 5, we report results with multi-threaded implementation of matrix-matrix multiplication using GotoBLAS2 v1.13 library.
Observations:
1. Computational performance degrades as rank decreases for single threaded as well as multithreaded implementations.
2. Marginal speedups even after using multiple
threads (for the same rank). E.g., For BLAS
scheme, speedup of 1.13 for 8-threaded BLAS compared to single threaded BLAS.
5.2.3 Performance with Streaming Input
In Table 6, we report results with multi-threaded implementation of matrix-vector multiplication sgemv using
GotoBLAS2 v1.13 library.

1. Unlike results in Table 2, performance improves
significantly as rank goes lower for low-rank matrix
approximations for single thread implementations.
However, after a certain point rank-reductions lead
to degrade performance.
2. We get speedup in all cases compared to Baseline.
Using single threaded BLAS with sgemv is 1.37
times faster than Baseline.
3. Speedups upto 1.61 for BLAS and upto 1.22 for
SVD* 38 using 8-threads. Compared to results in
Table 5, this shows that sgemv scales better than
sgemm for our application.
4. No significant improvement in performance using
multiple threads due to low-rank factorizations.

5.3 Performance Analysis
Table 7 shows three major phases of computation
in Sphinx and their execution times for RM1 task.
ALC_Orig is the original acoustic likelihood computation time (mgau_eval routine). We can see total ALC as
consisting of three parts. (1) Evaluating Gaussian likeliS
hoods [X2 |X] · [ M
] (2) Adding the constant component
C and (3) Logarithmic addition to calculate total mixture score. For Baseline all ALC is ALC_Orig phase.
For BLAS scheme we evaluate part (1) of ALC_Orig
separately and fully and is called ALC_Precalc, because
for each utterance all the likelihoods for all Gaussians
for all feature vectors of that utterance are calculated at

Table 5 Sphinx 3.7 with Multithreaded BLAS on TIMIT task.

Table 6 Sphinx 3.7 with Multithreaded BLAS on TIMIT task on
streaming input.

Scheme

1 thread

8 threads

Scheme

1 thread

2 threads

4 threads

8 threads

Baseline
BLAS
SVD *72
SVD *60
SVD *48
SVD *38
SVD *28

557.3
259.76
254.9
255.4
258.22
275.99
318.80

229.55
231.65
237.5
247.2
268.72
319.9

Baseline
BLAS
SVD *72
SVD *60
SVD *48
SVD *38
SVD *28

557.3
407.42
385.82
372.17
341.32
348.58
377.29

309.87
309.01
302.56
304.96
320.34
360.69

277.51
275.77
275.83
277.7
300.35
345.45

252.64
258.15
261.24
264.45
286.07
335.98

2 threads
245.61
246.14
248.48
258.07
277.2
324.83

4 threads
235.00
235.51
239.4
248.14
271.7
320.8
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Table 7 Sphinx 3.7 phase profiling on RM1 task.

Table 9 Sphinx 3.7 phase profiling on TIMIT task.

Scheme

ALC_Precalc
(a)

ALC_Orig
(b)

Search
(c)

Total
(a+b+c)

Scheme

ALC_Precalc
(a)

ALC_Orig
(b)

Search
(c)

Total
(a+b+c)

Baseline
BLAS
FNMF-(9,4)
FSVD-(18,34)
SVD* 38

0
38.25
30.8
30.1
25.5

100.9
22.6
23.03
24.92
24.34

22.1
24.85
24.47
29.63
25.66

123
85.7
78.3
84.65
75.5

Baseline
BLAS
SVD* 60
SVD* 48
SVD* 38

0
49.5
41.3
35.32
31.58

403.91
81.39
82.71
84.6
88.24

149.49
125.37
130.6
138.9
158.09

553.4
256.26
254.47
258.82
277.91

the start of decoding. The ALC_Orig phase for BLAS
which computes the second and the third parts (parts
(2) and (3) above) of the total ALC takes 22.6 seconds.
Part (i) of ALC (ALC_Precalc) takes only 38.25 seconds, which was originally (ALC_Orig for Baseline −
ALC_Orig for BLAS =) 78.3 seconds. Hence, evaluating 3,580 Gaussians per frame in the baseline approach
is almost two times (78.3/38.25) slower than evaluating
all 15,480 Gaussians per frame using the BLAS matrix
multiplication.
Going from BLAS to SVD* 38 should reduce
ALC_Precalc by a factor of 2 and going from BLAS to
FSVD-(18,34) should reduce ALC_Precalc by factor of
78/52=1.5 according to the prediction in Section 2; but
it gets reduced by a factor of 1.5 and 1.27 respectively
in the experiments. This is due to the number of memory operations remaining nearly same while arithmetic
operations get reduced by a factor of 2 and 1.5 respectively. This can be seen easily with a numerical example
given below.
Consider multiplication of matrices of size (340 × 78)
and (78 × 15,480). This size is typical of our application
where m = 340 is number of feature vectors and 2d =
78 is two times the feature vector dimension and n =
15,480 is number of Gaussians. The number of arithmetic operations are 2×340×78×15,480. When we reduce the rank of Gaussian parameter matrix to half in
the resulting 2×340×39×15,480 computation the number of arithmetic operations get reduced to half, but the
number of memory operations does not get reduced by
the same amount. This is because a large part of memory operations is for storing the result matrix, which is
very large compared to operand matrices and does not
reduce through rank reduction. This is the reason we
do not get overall speedup of 2; instead, suppose we
Table 8 Matrix multiplication benchmark.
Scheme

Time

Speedup

(340 × 78) × (78 × 15,480)
(340 × 52) × (52 × 15,480)
(340 × 38) × (38 × 15,480)
(340 × 78) × (78 × 10,320)
(340 × 78) × (78 × 7,740)

34.68
26.58
21.95
23.05
16.82

1
1.3
1.55
1.504
2.02

were reducing the number of Gaussians to half so as the
arithmetic operations still remain half of the original,
but this time the big resultant matrix also becomes half
the size, so that memory operations are also reduced
almost by half and we can expect a speedup of nearly
2. We have conducted an experiment which is essentially similar to performing the likelihood computation matrix multiplication in isolation and summarized
the results in Table 8. Each matrix multiplication was
repeated 600 times (number of test utterances) and
the size of feature vector matrix was chosen uniformly
randomly with mean 340 (average size of an utterance
in the test set). As we can see from Table 8 reducing
the rank to 38 from 78 leads to a speedup of 1.55 while
reducing the number of Gaussians from 15,480 to 7,740
leads to a speedup of 2.02. Similarly, reducing the rank
from 78 to 52 leads to a speedup of 1.3 while reducing
the number of Gaussians from 15,480 to 10,320 leads to
a speedup of 1.504. This explains the above mentioned
effect of number of memory operations.
Table 9 shows the Sphinx phase profiling on TIMIT
task. We can clearly see that as the rank decreases
ALC_Precalc time decreases because of smaller matrix multiplication. However, the Search time increases
significantly to compensate for the errors in the likelihoods. This increase in Search time is more pronounced compared to similar increase for RM1 task
as shown in Table 7. This is due to the fact that out
of 9,104 total pre-computed Gaussians, Sphinx reads
5,688 Gaussians/frame on an average and with 1,599
active HMMs/frame on an average. For RM1 task,
on an average, it was 3,580 Gaussians/frame and 615
HMMs/frame.

6 Conclusion
Expression of acoustic likelihood computation problem as matrix-matrix multiplication with its efficient
implementation in sequential as well as multi-threaded
BLAS enables faster large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition on current multi-core CPUs.
We reduce the likelihood computation further by
(1) direct low-rank approximation of the Gaussian
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parameter matrix and (2) derivation of better factors
of the Gaussian parameter matrix using training data
by an optimum low-rank approximation-factorization
of the likelihood matrix. These methods result in over
60 % speedup in computation on 1,138 word vocabulary RM1 task, with the latter resulting in significantly
lesser increase in word error rate. On a larger 6,224
word vocabulary TIMIT task with smaller acoustic
model, the latter method results in decrease in Baseline WER for appropriate ranks. Overall, our low-rank
matrix approximation methods allow us to efficiently
trade-off computational performance with recognition
performance in LVCSR. Our methods can also be
applied efficiently for multi-core CPUs and with realtime speech input.

Appendix A: Efficient Euclidean Distance Matrix
Computation in Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Using Matrix Multiplication
Computing pairwise distances in Euclidean space between two sets of vectors is a general problem in pattern
classification and is often a key computation affecting
the performance of speech recognition systems. The
matrix multiplication based formulation presented in
Section 2 for computation of Gaussian likelihoods in
LVCSR can be applied to compute pairwise Euclidean
Distances between the Test and Template utterances in
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm. We show
that it results in saving approximately 13 of computational operations without using any low-rank matrix
approximations.
A.1 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) Algorithm
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a technique for
optimally aligning variable length sequences of symbols
based on some distance measure between the symbols
[27]. In speech processing applications, each symbol
is called a feature vector and we have two speech
utterances (also called template and test utterances)
which are variable length sequences of feature vectors.
Typically, a feature vector is obtained by feature extraction algorithms [27] for 10ms of speech. Euclidean
distance measure is widely applied for the feature vectors thus obtained. DTW in recursive form is given in
Algorithm 1.
DTW can be implemented without recursion for
efficient implementation. Non-recursive DTW can be
seen as two distinct phases. (1) Computing the Euclidean distance matrix (2) Computing the accumulated
distance matrix and extracting the least cost path. In the

Algorithm 1 float DTW(i,j)
{X is the template utterance, xi ∈ X, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
{Y is a test utterance, yj ∈ X, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
{D(i,j) is a function returning squared Euclidean distance between xi and yj }
{acc_d[i,j] is an array for storing the cost of the
optimal path from (1,1) to (i,j)}
{N(i,j) is a set of neighbors of (i,j). E.g., (i-1,j),(i-1,j-1)
and (i,j-1) namely the lef t, diag and down neighbors}
if i == 1 and j==1 then
acc_d [1,1] ← D(1,1)
return D(1,1)
else
acc_d [i,j] ← D(i,j) + min { DTW(i’,j’) | (i’,j’) ∈
N(i,j) }
return acc_d [i,j]
end if

next subsection we show how we can reduce the computational operations in the first phase, i.e., Euclidean
distance matrix computation.
A.2 Efficient Euclidean Matrix Computation
Using Matrix Multiplication
The distance computation problem can be stated as follows: Given a set X of m feature vectors (of dimension
d) denoted by xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m from template utterance and
a set Y of n feature vectors denoted by yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n
from test utterance, we compute Euclidean distance
for all pairs (xi , yj ) feature vectors. For a pair, computing the distance results in a dot product operation
among augmented vectors obtained from feature vectors. So, the entire distance computation problem is a
matrix-matrix multiplication problem among matrices
obtained from feature vectors.
The squared Euclidean distance between two vectors
x and y can be written is:
d(x, y) = (x − y) (x − y) =

d


(xi − yi )2

(9)

i=1

The total number of arithmetic operations (addition
and multiplication) for computing a dot product is 3d.
So, the total number of operations for computing distances for all pairs (xi , yj ) forming the distance matrix
D is
3mnd

(10)

If we expand the quadratic term (xi − yi )2 , we can
see that the Euclidean distance is a sum of three
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d 2
d 2
different terms: (1)
i=1 xi (2)
i=1 yi and (3) −2
× dot product of vector x with vector y. Now, let us
consider the sequence of feature vectors in template
utterance , i.e., x1 to xm ≡ X, a m × d matrix where
each row is a feature vector, and similarly Y is a d × n
matrix of columns of feature vectors from the test utterance, then the matrix of Euclidean distances can be
expressed as:
D = −2XY + X2 + Y2

(11)

X2 is a rank-1 matrix of size m × n where X2 ij = xi  xi .
Y2 is a rank-1 matrix of size m × n where Y2 ij = yj  yj .
The number of arithmetic operations for computing
XY is 2mnd (i.e., matrix multiplication). Multiplying
XY with scalar −2 leads to extra mn multiplications.
X2 requires computing x
i xi where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, requiring
2d operations. There are m vectors in X so total 2md
operations. Similarly computing Y2 will take 2nd operations. So the total number of arithmetic operations for
computing D is
2mnd + mn + 2md + 2nd

(12)

compared to the original 3mnd operations. Thus the
condition for saving arithmetic operations is
3mnd > 2mnd + mn + 2d(m + n)

(13)

that is
d>

1−2

1
1
m

+

1
n



which makes sense if


1
1
1
+
<
m n
2

(14)

(15)

which is true for all but very small values of m and n.
Putting m = n suggests m > 4.
The number of operations saved are
mnd − mn − 2d(m + n)

(16)

3mnd being the original number of computations,
the fraction f of original operations saved is


1
1
2 1
1
−
+
(17)
f = −
3 3d 3 m n
f approaches to 13 as m, n and d increases. In our
context, typical values of m and n are few hundreds to
few thousands and d is typically 39. Thus the fraction of
computations saved is ∼ 13 , that is ∼ mnd operations.

Note that in Eq. 12, mn multiplications are required
for computing −2(XY), if we compute (−2X)Y instead
we will incur md multiplications, similarly for computing X(−2Y), we incur nd operations. Performing the
same analysis by putting md in place of mn in Eq. 12,
we can derive
f =

1 1
2
− −
3 n 3m

(18)

Thus the fraction of total operations saved only depends on m and n. The price to be paid is the induced
error in the precision of −2XY matrix due to different
order of evaluation.
A.3 Performance Results
In Table 10, we measure the impact of matrixmultiplication based Euclidean distance matrix computation for DTW on Intel Xeon E5440 CPU @ 2.83
GHz. For efficient matrix-multiplication we have used
GotoBLAS2 v1.13 library. We use only single core for
the computation. Baseline:Total indicates total running
time of the non-recursive baseline DTW algorithm
complied with -O2 optimization of gcc 4.2. Matrix:Total
indicates the total running time of non-recursive DTW
algorithm, where Euclidean distances are computed
using matrix-multiplication approach. For our experiments, we generate the test and template utterances
randomly. Each utterance is a sequence of 39 dimensional vectors. Size shows the length (in no. of 39
dimensional vectors) of the template and test utterances. Without loss of generality we have taken identical lengths for both test and template utterance. We
can see that matrix multiplication based approach for
distance computation brings substantial speedups for
overall DTW computation. As we increase the size of
utterances speedup decreases, due to more time spent
on dynamic programming based distance accumulation
phase.
In Table 11, we measure time for only Euclidean
distance computation phase. Baseline:DistCalc shows
time spent in distance computation in Baseline version and Matrix:DistCalc shows time spent in distance
computation using matrix-multiplication. We get the
Table 10 Total execution time in seconds for DTW with traditional Euclidean distance matrix computation versus matrixmultiplication based computation.
Size

Baseline:Total

Matrix:Total

Speedup

5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000

1.639
6.917
16.763
37.007

0.504
2.365
6.493
18.951

3.25
2.92
2.58
1.95
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Table 11 Performance comparison of traditional Euclidean distance matrix computation versus matrix-multiplication based
Euclidean distance matrix computation, time in seconds.
Size

Baseline:DistCalc

Matrix:DistCalc

Speedup

5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000

1.382
5.538
12.493
22.047

0.247
0.986
2.223
3.991

5.60
5.62
5.62
5.52

speedup of 5.6 even as we scale the problem size. This
confirms our theoretical analysis that, irrespective of
the size of template and test utterances we are going
to save a constant fraction 13 of arithmetic operations.
However, in practise speedup achieved is much more
due to the fact that BLAS implementation improves the
cache memory utilization too.

Appendix B: Comparison with Principal Component
Analysis (PCA)
In this section, we compare and discuss our method of
deriving low-rank factors of the Gaussian parameters
by optimum low-rank approximation of G (henceforth
the svd-augmented method) with other feature space
rank reduction method PCA as described in [23].

(m × 2d − 2k) × (2d − 2k × n), which is 4mn(d − k)
operations.
Since svd-augmented
operates on aug method

mented feature vectors X2 |X of size m × 2d, we have
to multiply it with a factor of size 2d × 2k, to get it
in the form m × 2d − 2k. From, then on it is the same
(m × 2d − 2k) × (2d − 2k × n) multiplication.
The overhead in case of PCA is: (m × d) × (d ×
d − k), that is 2md(d − k) operations. In case of svdaugmented method, the overhead is: (m × 2d) × (2d ×
2d − 2k), that is 8md(d − k) operations.
So, svd-augmented method incurs four times the
overhead than PCA. However, since the computation
savings is 4mnk, this overhead would be a small fraction
of it, given n >> m, d.
There is one minor point still left. In case of
svd-augmented method, before going for matrixmultiplication, we have to compute element wise
square of X that is X2 , which takes m2 d2 operations.
In case of PCA, we first reduce the rank of X, so we
have to compute squares on reduced size matrix of
m × (d − k), that is m2 (d − k)2 operations.
So, The original baseline computation:
m2 d2 + 4mnd
Computation after rank reduction of k for PCA:

B.1 Computational Performance Comparison
We will assume that both the methods, PCA and svdaugmented are implemented in matrix-matrix multiplication manner, described in this paper. Let X be a
feature vector matrix of size m × d where rows containing individual feature vectors and let there be n
Gaussians. The baseline number of arithmetic operations using matrix multiplication approach is 4mnd
because we require two matrix multiplications of size
(m × d) × (d × n) to compute the likelihood matrix or
equivalently one (m × 2d) × (2d × n) multiplication.
When the rank gets reduced to d − k, the computation will accordingly reduce to 4mn(d − k).
We will analyze algorithms in terms of overhead
and savings. The ideal savings will correspond to the
fraction of the rank reduced, i.e., 4mnk. But to reduce
the features to the lowered rank, we will have to apply
some transformation and thus, it is the overhead. It
is also assumed that n >> m, otherwise the overhead
may become greater than savings. The analysis of at
what point the overhead will dominate the savings is
performed in Section 2.2.
The computational overhead of PCA requires transforming X by a factor of size d × d − k where 0 <
k ≤ d. The remaining computation then becomes a

m2 (d − k)2 + 2md(d − k) + 4mnk
Computation after rank reduction of 2k for svdaugmented:
m2 d2 + 8md(d − k) + 4mnk
B.1.1 Discussion
One point here is that we have implicitly assumed
the equivalence of reduction of rank by k in feature
space with that of reduction of rank 2k in augmented
feature space of dimension 2d. Strictly speaking, we
can not compare PCA with the svd-augmented because
it operates on the augmented feature space. For ideal
comparison with svd-augmented method, PCA have to
be carried out on the augmented features, but then
we can not use existing training algorithms, because
that would
 mean
 we are estimating means for vectors
of type X2 |X , that will change the model and the
recognizer completely. So, to work on augmented feature space PCA, we need new training algorithms that
train the co-efficients that finds some equivalence in
multivariate Gaussian modeling of feature space. We
have not explored this direction.
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B.2 Recognition Performance Comparison
with a Version of PCA
The svd-augmented method is an unsupervised method
similar to PCA. PCA retains the directions in which
the variance in the training data is maximum. Let us
denote the matrix which transforms the feature space
into lower dimensional one as described above as P
which is d × d − k. For the transformed features, XP
the means will become MP and the covariances will
be PPT . Here the covariance matrices will become
full covariance. So, we need to estimate the diagonal
covariances once again.
If we project the reduced rank features back on to
d dimensional space, the resulting features XPPT will
give minimum sum of square errors (Frobenius norm)
with X. Now we can compare this version of PCA
with svd-augmented method which minimizes
 of
 sum

S
for
square errors in the likelihood matrix X2 |X · M
S
a given Gaussian parameter model M . Table 12 shows
the WER against effective rank comparison. We can
observe that as the rank reduces, svd-augmented performs better as PCA method’s WER increases sharply.
We think that, this happens because as we lower the
rank, more and more of useful information carrying
dimensions are discarded in case of the PCA method.
While, since the svd-augmented method approximates
likelihoods, it contains the information of the higher dimensions and that is encoded in its augmented feature
transform matrix of size 2d × 2d − 2k. Intuitively, we
can say that the svd-augmented method captures more
information at the cost of increased overhead.
B.3 Summary
•

PCA method requires storing different factors for
different ranks separately while we can select the
top-k rows(columns) for selecting optimum factors
for rank-k. This is an elegant way of efficiently im-

Table 12 Comparison of percent word error rates on RM1 task
on Sphinx 3.7.
Rank

PCA-version

svd-augmented

30
24
19
15
10

3.3
3.4
4.3
6.8
32.5

3.5
3.5
4.0
5.0
9.8

The baseline word error rate is 3.2 %.

•
•
•

plementing an LVCSR system where we can trade
off computation with accuracy dynamically.
The svd-augmented method approximates the
baseline model, while PCA retrains the models for
lower rank.
The svd-augmented method operates on augmented feature space while PCA transforms original feature space.
The svd-augmented method works better than the
PCA as the effective rank reduces because it captures the highest variances in the likelihoods, and
errors in likelihoods have direct impact on word
error rate in LVCSR systems. However, the svdaugmented method incurs three times more computational overhead compared to PCA, which is
still small because the original overhead of PCA is
small, given the number of Gaussians in the model
are large.
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